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This special cookbook contains not only brilliant recipes for edible gifts of various types
– for children, women (mothers, daughters,
friends...) and men (partners, fathers...) – but
also truly original gift-wrapping ideas. The
book is divided into topical chapters by the
month of the year: February is the time of love,
June is the children’s month and December
begs for the creation of presents for our loved
ones! The book will help you to plan and execute your edible presents completely and to the
very last detail (as it also includes an appendix
with name tags, boxes, paper cones, etc.) but
the last step – gift giving – is entirely up to you.
The most beautiful cookbook of 2013 will bring
joy to both you and your loved ones!

Bring happiness to your family and friends
with a meaningful present. A present that is
lovingly hand-made, exquisitely wrapped and,
more to the point, edible. The author offers
a step-by-step guide allowing you to quickly
and cheaply create things you may not have
had the courage to make on your own. Free
your creative spirit and give your loved ones or
even yourself some hand-made delicacies!

Hardcover, 176 pages, size: 210 × 290 mm, RRP 18 EUR (CZ)
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13 jam-packed chapters • Edible gifts for all
occasions • Inspirational edible present ideas
for everyone • Last-minute creative and edible
gifts ready in just 10 minutes • The author’s favourite recipes in each chapter • A journal – free
space for your notes, tips, tricks, recipes, etc.

